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Congratulations! You now own one of the finest cameras in the 
world. The precIs ion e lements conta ined w ithin it a re more than 
adequate to meet any photog raphi c s ituation on a profess iona l 
leve l. 
Your Mino lta SR-7 features the wo rld-famous R okkor F1.4/ 58mm 
lens treated with an exc lusive Achromatic coating to g ive you 
hig h f ide lity sha rpness, pa rti cula rly in co lor photography. The 
camera conta ins an extremely bright penta prism viewing system 
and a complete ly automatic pre-set diaphragm. It is a lso equipped 
with a highl y sensitive CdS light mete r coupled to the shutter. 
P lease read this manual carefull y so that you may effective ly 
utili ze the full potentia l of your new Minolta SR-7. 
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olta SR-7 Specifications 

Penta Prism Viewfinder ---------------, 

Shutter Speed Dial ----------, 

ASA Window ---------, 

Shutter Release ---~-..... .,....,~ 
Exposure Counter --I""tI" 

Aperture Setting Ring -....II!~----!!!li" .... -::= 
Depth of Field Scale 

Mirror Lock 

Self-time r 

Depth of Field Pre-v iew ---____ """' __ ...... _~ 

r--------- CdS Light Meter 

Film Rewind and Back 

~~~~~ii~ii~~---- Opening Knob 

... -.-- Light Meter Window 

1+--- Lens Lock 
.... -- Flash Synchronization 

Terminals 
,...--- Distance Scale 
i+---- Focusing Ring 

------- Standard Lens 



· Film Pressure P late --------------------------
T ake-up Spool ---------------------, 
Sprocket Gear --------------------, 

Film Advance and ________________ , 
Shutter Cock 

Viewer ----------~ 

Hi gh-Low Light Meter _________ ::1111~ 
Sensitivity Button 

" 

Shutter Curtain ----..... -~ 

Rewind Shaft ---, 

Tripod Socket -----

L... ________ Rewind Release Button 

L-__________ Battery Cover 



to perfect pictures 

1. Load film 2. Advance lever 3. Set ASA film speed 



4. Set shutter speed 

5. Measure exposure 
and set aperture 

( Each step is expla ine d in de ta il on the 

following pages .) 
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Film 

Use 35mm film-

20 or 36 exposure 

roll. 

1. 
To open the camera back, 
pull out the rewind knob 
until it stops. Then with 
a slight extra pull , the 
back wi 11 snap open. 
Exposure counter will 
automatically return to 
start position. 

2. 
Insert film magazine into 
the chamber so that the 
axis of the magazine is 
on the bottom side of the 
chamber. 

3. 
Push the rewind knob 
down. If you should have 
any difficulty, turn the 
knob slightly and push 
down again. 



4. 
Turn the knurled base of 
the film take-up spool 
unti 1 the fi 1m catching 
cl ip faces upward. 

5. 
Insert the fi 1m leader 
into the take- up spool. 
Make sure the sprocket 
gear teeth are engaged 
with the f ilm perforations. 

6. 
Advance the film lever 
until both sides of the 
fi lm per fo rations a re en
gaged properl y with the 
sprocket gear. When the 
advance lever stops, r e
lease the shutter so you 
can advance further. 

Film loading or unloading 
should be done in the 
shade. When loading the 
f ilm, be sure not to touch 
the shutte r curta in. 
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7. 
Please make sure the film is parallel 
to the camera body before closing the 
camera back. 

8. 
Advance the lever until it stops and 
then release the shutter. Repeat this 
action twice and you are ready to 
shoot. 

9. 
The film counter window indicates 
when the first film frame is in 
position ready to be exposed. 

If the fi 1m 'is loose 
in the cartri dge you 
can tighten it by 
turning the rewind 
knob clockwise. 



II 
Advancing the film 

The shutter cannot be re leased 
until the film advancing lever is 
completely wound. If, afte r 
advancing the lever, the shutte r 
re lease is sti ll locked, advance the 
lever again until it stops. 
When winding the film advance 
lever, you wi 11 teel some resistance 
just before the end of the stroke. 
This is normal mechani cal resis
tance. Keep winding until it stops 
completely. 
Caution: At s low shutter speeds 
such as 1 second or 1/ 2 second , 
do not advance film whi le shutte r 
is in motion. 



II 
Shutter speeds 

The shutte r speed dial is marked with figures 1 to 1000 

plus Band X. 

The figures 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, etc. , indicate shutte r speeds of 

1 second, 1/ 2 second , 1/ 4 second up to 1/ 1000 second. 

The B position, or bulb, enables you to keep the shutter 

open as long as the shutter button is pressed down. Thi s 

position is used when more than one second exposure is 

required. 

The X position corresponds to about 1/ 50 second speed. 

This speed is used with e lectroni c f lash equipment. 



II 
SeHlng the diaphragm 
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What Is a completely automatic pre- set diaphragm? 

One of the superb features of the Minolta SR-7 is its . completely 
automatic pre-set diaphragm. In a conventional single lens reflex 
camera, when the lens is stopped down the visual field of view 
becomes darker thus making it difficult to focus. 
In the Minolta SR-7, the lens is completely automatic and pre-set; 
aperture is always at maximun opening until the shutter is released. 
Consequently, focusing can be quickly determined through the extra 
bright viewfinder no matter what aperture you have pre-selected. 
When the shutter is released, the diaphragm closes to pre-set 
aperture, the mirror clears, the picture is taken, the mirror returns, 
the diaphragm re-opens to maximum aperture . . _ all simultaneously, 
all automatically_ 



II 
Depth of fIeld 

The depth of field of a lens is the range 
of distance within which all subjects are 
in relatively sharp focus. This range varies 
with the aperture opening. It is greatest 
when the lens is stopped down (£16) and 
least when it is fully open (f1.4) . The 
photographs above illustrate relationship. 
The same subject was taken at different 
aperture settings. 
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II 
The principles governing depth of field 

1. The depth of field is greater as the distance 
is increased or the aperture is stopped down. 

2. The depth of field grows less as the distance 
is decreased or the aperture is en larged. 

3. The depth extends greater into the background 
than into the foreground. 

4. The depth of field is greater with a shorter 
focal length lens and shallower with a longer 
focal length lens. 

Because the depth of field can be controlled by 
the aperture stops, you can either bring to 
sharpness both background and foreground or 
emphasize the subject sharpness only by purposely 
making the background out of focus. 



pre-view 

You may pre-view depth of field, if you 

wish, by pressing the pre-view button 

which manually closes the diaphragm 

to its pre-set aperture_ When you do 

this you can inspect through the viewer 

the precise effect of depth of field_ 

scale 

You can also check depth of field 

by referring to the depth of field 

scale marked on the lens barreL 

This indicates in teet and meters 

the range within which everything 

will be in focus_ 
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Depth of flelel table 

The arrow mark ... on the seale indicates the 
distance between camera and focused subject. 
The two sets of figures on both sides of the 
arrow mark are aperture stops and the distance 
framed by the two same figures shows the 
depth of field. For example, if you focus on 
a subject 15 feet away and use an fll aperture, 
read the distance opposite the two figures 11. 
In this case the depth of field is approximately 
10 feet to 37 feet. Within that distance range 
all subjects are in relatively sWp focus. 

Auto hIck_ .'_/f1.4 
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II 
Highly accurate CdS light meter 

Your Minolta SR-7 is the world's first single lens 
reflex camera with a built-in CdS light meter. 
It's powered by a mercury battery and extremely 
sensitive, covers an extensive range from 
cand lelight to bright outdoors (0.28- 18,000 Cd/ 
m~ ). The light receiving ang le is only 30°. 
Hence, you measure the light reflected by the 
subject only. Extraneous light does not upset 
exposure readings. The meter is coupled to the 
shutter and, as you will read on the following 
pages, very easy to use. 

shutter speeds. 
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use the CdS light meter 

Used correctly, the CdS light meter will give you correct exposure every time. It measures outdoor 

light and indoor light as well. It's extremely versatile. If the meter needle reads off the scale; does 

not indicate aperture, shift to a lower shutter speed. If no aperture is indicated, shift to low 

sensitivity light. If the meter still does not respond, then light is inadequate for exposure and you 

must use dash. 
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Selecting shutter speed or 
aperture 

You may set either shutter speed or 
aperture first. If you set shutter speed 
first , measure the light and the meter 
needle will indicate the correct aperture 
for that speed. If you set aperture fi rst, 
adjust the shutter dial, while measuring 
the light, until the meter needle 
coincides with the aperture you have 
pre·selected. 



II 
S hutter speed IS usua lly dete rmined by the motion of the 

subj ect. If you a re compelled to use a fas t shutter speed, 

1/ 500 for exampl e, set it on the shutte r dial. The dial is 

coupled to the meter and automati cally adjusts the meter 's 
light value scale to coincide with the shutter speeds. In 
other words, the meter will indicate correct aperture for 
any one of a variety of shutter speeds. 
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switch 

When the meter needle does not register due to inadequate 
li ght, use the low sensitivity shift button. Press the button 
on the back of the mete r. 

This shifts the meter to low sensitivity light and gives a 
correct exposure reading even under adverse li ghting 
conditions. 

, \ I 

In some cases the low sensi tivity read ing may be one f/ stop 
lower than the high sensitivity read ing. Use the lower light 
va lue. 



• ,.fle".d IIgh' 

Photographing People 
When photographing a person, the light reflected by the subject and 
the light reflected by the background may be at wide variance, 
particularly in snow, at the beach or in other br ight backgrounds. In 
such cases move the camera close to the subject and measure the 
reflected light. If you cannot approach the subject, light can be 
measured by extending the palm of your hand in front of the meter. 

Backlighting 

In the case of backlighting, move close to the subject and measure the 
light reflected from it. Be particularly careful that the back light does 
not strike the light·receiving surtace of the exposure meter. Otherwise 
the resu lt will be a si lhouette. 

Landscape Photographing 

For landscape photographing, the subject, of course, cannot be 
approached and exposure must be measured at the camera position. 
Special care should be taken so that direct light from the sky is not 
measured. Measure the general lighting conditions of the area and take 
the average reading. 

25 



II » 
Replacing the battery 

The average life of the mercury battery is two years. When the meter does 
not respond to light, the battery is dead and must be replaced. This IS a 
conventional mercury battery available throughout the world. 
Remove the battery cover on the bottom of the camera by turning the cover 
with your thumb counter-clockwise. Take out the old battery. When replacing 
the new battery, be sure the plus (+) side is facing up towards you. 

" Caution in handling the mercury battery" 
Do not leave finger prints on the mercury battery as these cause it to rust or 
corrode. Wipe with a soft cloth and keep battery clean. Do not disassemble 
the mercury battery. Do not throw any used mercury battery into a fire or 
where children can get hold of it. 
If the camera is left unused for a long period of time, it is advisable to 
remove the battery to insure longer life. 



II 
Emulsion speed Indicator 

As a convenient reminder, set the indicator located 
on the back of the camera to the emulsion speed 
number (ASA or DIN) of the film you have just 
loaded. Simply turn the dial to the corresponding 
number of your film speed. For color fi lm use 
the red figures. 
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and framing 
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Look through the viewfinder and rotate the focusing ring on the lens 
barrel. Your subject will become sharp and clear. At the sharpest point you 
are in focus and ready to shoot. You see exactly the same image that will 
appear on the film negative. This is one of the advantages of the single 
lens reflex system. More important, because you focus through the lens 
there is never a parallax problem no matter how close you get to the 
subject. This system also permits you to see the rea l re lationship between 
subject, background and foreground and the actual color condition when 
using filters . 



Infrared film Indicator 

If you use infra red film , focus as you woul d ordinari ly. T hen 

move the d istance scale to correspond with the red lette r R 

which appears on the depth of fie ld scale. For example, if 

your focus scale te lls you the subj ec t is 15 feet f rom the 

camera, move the focusing ring so that the number 15 lines 

up wi th the red letter R 

Film position Indicator 

On the top of the camera there is a red circle w ith a line 

through it. Thi s mark indi ca tes the exact position of the f ilm 

in the camera. Precise distance then is the distance f rom the 

subj ect to this line. With the aid of a tape measure, this line 

can be used tor extremely cr itical focusing. For general 

photography such foc using is not necessary. 

29 



the camera-Releasing the shutter 

The camera may be held horizontally or vertically. It is 
best to press the camera firmly against your face and 
release the shutter with a slow pressure in order to avoip 
all movements and insure sharp negatives. You may focus 
with whichever eye is convenient for you, although for 
sequence shots it is advisable to use the right eye to 
permit free use of the rapid wind lever. The lever 
contains a double exposure prevention device; the shutter 
locks after each picture. 



Using slow shutter speeds 

When us ing shutte r speeds of 1/ 15 second o r s lower 

it is advisabl e to use a tripod and cable re lease to 

avo id a ll camera movement. If a tripod is not 

available, set the camera on or against something 

stationa ry, The cabl e release IS sc rewed into the 

shutter release button. It is best to use a cable 

release whenever you use a tripod. 

Note: A t slow shutter speeds pl ease be careful not 

to advance the f ilm while the shutter mechanism is 

sti \I in motion. 
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You mus t rewind the film 
back into the film maga
zine in order to unload 
the camera. 

When you have fini shed taking 

pi ctures, push in the rewind re lease 

button and it will cli ck into place. 

If the button should pop up, advance 

the lever s lightly and push the button 

down again. 

Ra ise up the crank and rewind in a 

clockwise direction as the arrow on 

the knob indicates until you feel the 

film s lip out from the c lip o f the 

take- up spool and a sudden release of 

tens ion. 



Open the camera back by pulling out the rewind 

knob as far as it goes. Remove the film magazine. 

Note: Loading or unloading film should be done 

in the shade. 

When opening the back cover, be sure not to 

touch the shutter cur ta in. 
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the self-timer 

T he self-timer a llows you to get yourself into the 

pictu re. ( It can a lso be used to minimize blur at 

s low shutter speeds.) The self-timer has a built

in automati c bypass. If, afte r sett ing the timer , 

you don 't want to use it , s impl y press the shutter 

release button and the timer will not operate. 



Flash is recommended for night shots, indoors or outdoors, 

and for filling in shaded areas. Your Minolta SR·7 is 

geared for both electronic flash and ordinary flash bulbs. 

Be sure to insert the flash cable into the correct terminal 

of the camera. The "X" terminal is tor electronic flash; 

"FP" is for focal plane fl ash bulbs. 

_ ",-- -._ ..--_5 

Use FP class bulbs (Focal Plane 

bulbs) . The camera is synchro

nized at all shutter speeds from 

1 second to 1/ 1000 second when 

using FP class bulbs. 

Electronic flash 

Set the shutter speed dia l to the 

red "X". Slower speeds may also 

be used. The camera is synch

ronized from 1 second to 1/ 50 

o f a second for electroni c fl ash. 
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9 flash equipment 

To attach fl as h equipment to your camera , an accessory shoe is provided 

(available at your local camera store ) which fits over the penta prism 

viewfinder. H ere is how it is installed. 

A) Turn the eyepiece on the view- B) Insert the accessory shoe unto the 

eyepiece. 

C) To lock the shoe on, r~pl ace 

eyepiece to its orig inal positio find e r counte rclockwise ancl 

remove it. 



Shutter speeds for flash photography 
(The speeds shown by oblique lines a re the speeds you can use.) 

How to determine exposure 

The important factor in fl ash photography is the aperture setting. T hi s 
is determined by the brightness of the f lash and the distance from the 
light to the subj ect. As these fac tors vary g reatly, precise instructions 
a re attached with fl ash bulbs and e lectroni c fl ash. 

Exposure guide numbers 
The instructions accompanying fl ashbulbs o r elect ronic fl ash w ill include 
guide numbers for the most popula r f ilms. Under the guide number 
system, you divide the guide number by the distance of the subj ect f rom 
the lamp in o rder to obta in the correct f/ stop. 
The guide number fo rmula is: 

G uide number f/ stop 
distance 
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Using the mirror lock 
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The mirror lock button (located near the selt-timer) is for use with 

the 21mm super wide angle accessory lens_ With this lens, care must 

be taken so that the camera mirror does not touch the back of the 

lens. Hence, by turning the red dot on the mirror lock upwards, the 

mirror will lock in a permanently suspended position. Viewing is 

possible with the use of an accessory finder. The distance scale on 

the lens is used for focusing. 

The mirror lock may also be used for continuous photography of a 

subject where viewing is not necessary. Turn the red dot downwards 

to return the mirror to its normal operating position. 





hanging lenses 

Minolta automatic pre-set lenses can be 

changed even after advancing the lever 

and still maintain the fullest aperture 

opening_ 

40 

To remove the lens, push down the 

lens lock button and turn the lens 

barrel counterclockwise until it stops. 

Lift out carefully. 

To attach the lens, insert it into the 

bayonet mount by lining up the ~ed dot 

on the lens barrel with the red dot on 

the camera. Turn the lens clockwise 

until it stops. 





• Minolta SR photo system 

42 

of the Minolta 
various interchangeable lenses 

_ ..... 'l""':" the entire spectrum of 



CHOOSE THE WORLD FAMOUS ROKKOR LENSES FOR YOUR SR-7 

@ 



fields of view with mlnolta Interchangeable lenses 
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35 % 55 % 100 % 

200% 300 % 600 % 
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Interchangeable lenses for SR. 

No. Name I Focal Length Maximum I An Ie of View Diameter Minimum 
( mm) Apertur~e ~ g of filter screw Distance Focusing~ 

CD W . ROKKOR QE 35 4. 64° 55 mm 40cm( 1.25feet) 

® W . ROKKOR HG 35 2.S 
~I- -I -

64° 55 mm 25cm( 0.S5feet) 
- 1- 43° 50cm(1.75feet) 

® ROKKOR PF 
55 loS 55 mm 
5S 1.4 41" 55 mm 60cm(2.0 feet) 

~ 

0 ROKKOR TC 100 4. 24° 46 mm 120cm( 4.0 feet) 

® TELE ROKKOR QE 100 3.5 24° 55 mm 120cm( 4.0 feet) 
I~ 

® I TELE ROKKOR 100 2 24° 62 mm 120cm( 4.0 feet) 

G) ROKKOR TC 135 4. ISo 46 mm 150cm(5.0 feet) 

® TELE ROKKOR PG 135 2.S ISo 55 mm 150cm(5.0 feet) 

00 TELE ROKKOR QF I 200 3.5 12° 67 mm 250cm(S.0 feet) . 

@ TELE ROKKOR T~ I 300 4.5 So 77 mm 405cm(15.0feet) 

@ TELE ROKKOR TD 600 5.6 4° 126 mm 1000cm(33.0feet) 
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Super wide angle lens 

Thi s Minolta 21mm super wide ang le lens has 
an extremely wide 92° pi cture ang le, a lmost 
twi ce that of the standard lens. The lens permits 
shooting wide panorami c views, snap-shots in 
restri cted spaces or photog raphy with an 
exaggerated pe rspect ive. 

Specifi cations: 

Super wide ang le-Rokkor 21mm, f4.5 to £16 
Pi cture ang le - 92° 

Distance Scale - L ess than 36 inches 
Fi lter - From 55 

Panorama head 

With the Minolta panorama head, an extensive 

range can be photographed in segments and 

printed as a s ing le picture. The pano rama head 

permits shifting the camera ang le a fte r each 

pi cture, shoot ing as much as 360° if you wish. 

Each f i lm can be subsequently jo ined into one 

dramati c panorami c v iew. Especia lly effective 

fo r perspective photography with the extended 

horizon distinctly shown. 



New typelntercha gneable lenses 

Rokkor Te, F4, 135mm 

A versati Ie lens fo r natu re 
photography, animals and 
plants. W ith the Mino lta Ex
tens ion Bellows II , Rokkor 
TC can be used from infinity 
to close up- 1 : 1.1 ratio. The 
lens is a lso va luabl e in 
port raiture, copying and 
commercia l photography. 

Macro Rokkor QF, 

F3.5, 50mm, 
45° Ang le 
F ilte r Screw Mount 55mm 

Not only for genera l photog raphy, but a lso 
especia lly good fo r copying and macrophotog raphy. 
Mac ro Rokkor QF consists of reve rse ring, inte r
mediate r ing and Le ica mount adapter ring. t he 
lens is designed for use from infinity to 9 inche~ 

without adapte r ring ; from infinity to 8 inches 
when reversing ring is used. The enlarged size 
will be 1 : 1. 



Rokkor Zoom Lens 
F3.5, 80- 160 mm 
15 Element. 
Angle 16°-32° 
fi Iter Screw Mount- 77mm 
Minimum distance·250cm (8ft. ) 
With attachment·140cm ( 4%ft ) 

Full y Automatic Diaphragm 
This is the new Minolta 
Rokkor Zoom lens that func· 
tions as severa I lenses. 1 t 
zooms from 80 to 160mm with 
no shift in focus whi Ie zooming. 
Also, you get a c lear, distinc· 
tive picture all the time with 
no change of brightness even 
at maximum telephoto setting. 
It's ideal as an a ll-purpose 
telephoto lens. Weight : 1350gr 

Extension tubeset 

Five varieties of extension tubes can be used 

singly or in combination to get the lens closer to 

the object than 9 inches. 



Extension bellows 
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A versatile device for extreme close-ups as in the photography of animals 

and plants, for example_ There a re two types of Minolta Bellows, type 

I and type II (deluxe)_ T ype I is a folding compact type_ Type II has_ 

the s lide copying attachment 



Copying stand 

With the camera held rig idl y on a suitable 
support , most close-up work, copying of printing 
matter , etc_, are eas ily accomplished_ Combined 
with extension devices, the copy stand wi 11 
expand the versatility of your SR 

Microscope adapter 

This adapter is used between the microscope 
and the camera body when taking mi crophotos_ 
You can eas ily take mi c ropi ctures of moving 
obj ects whi Ie watching them through the lens_ 



Universal microscope photo system 

This equipment is des igned to record fa ithfull y 
and accurate ly resu lts of mi croscopi c resea rch. 
It has two find ers and a hi gh ly effi cient 
exposure mete r. The equ ipment can a lso be used 
fo r reproduction of li te rature and film ti t le. 

Angle finder 

The ang le f inder attaches to the eyepiece moupt 

and pe rmits you to vi ew the subj ect at ri ght 

ang les. 



Magnifier 

The magnifier is used for precise focusing in 

telephotography, copying, ultra close-ups and 

microphotography. 

Eyep iece correction lenses 

Five different lenses designed for individual 

diopter of far-sighted eyes are useful for easier 

focusing. 

Accessory clip 

With the SR accessory clip you can attach a 

flash gun to your camera. 
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Lens Shade 

A lens shade is recommended to prevent any stray 
li ght from entering the lens whi ch will cause glare 
on the picture. Especially essentia l in synchroflash 
work. 

35mm f 2.8 

" f 4 

55mm f 2 

" 11.8 

Screw mount } 
55mm 

Screw mount 

Telephoto lenses include a lens shade. 

Filters 

Filters are used to obtain truer or more dramati c 

results or to secure other special effects. 

35 mm f 2.8, t 4 

} F;I", ""w mo,", 
55 mm t 1.8, f 2 

55mm 
lOOmm f 3.5 

135 mm f 2.8 

100mm f 4 Filter sc rew mount 43mm 

100mm f2 Filter screw mount 62mm 

135 mm 14 " 46mm 

200 mm f 3.5 " 67mm 

300mm 14.5 " 77mm 

600mm f5 .6 // 126mm 



Polarizing Filter 

A polarizing filter contro ls or eliminates reflec· 
tions on non·meta llic surfaces i.e. glass or highly 
finished wood or plastic. It can also be used to 
darken the sky very dramatically. 

Minolta polarizing filters are: 
V for 55 mm f 1.8 or f 2 standard lens 

100 mm f 3.5 telephoto lens 
135mm f2.8 
35mm f 2.8 
35mm f4 

1/ 

wide angle lens 
1/ 

Minolta Universal Flash Gun 

Excellent pictures can be taken even in dark 
places, indoors or at night by using flash with the 
SR camera. Accessory clip is easily used to fix 
the flash gun to the SR. 



Leica mount type adapter 

With the Leica mount type adapter, Leica mount 
type lenses are fitted to the SR. 
These lenses, however, can be used only for close
ups and copying, since they are designed for a 
different back-focus_ 

Exakta mount type adapter 

With this adapter, any lens fitted with Exakta 

bayonet mount can be used with the SR from the 

nearest distance to infinity_ 







Minolta Camera Hamburg, 

c/o F. Kanematsu & Co., GmbH., 

Ka jen 10, 

Hamburg 11, 

West Germany. 

Minolta Corporation, 

200 Park Avenue 5outh, 

New York 3, N. Y., 

U. s. A, 
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Minolta masters photography 

Minolta 
MINOLTA CAMERA CO. , LTO. 

f\7 T 
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